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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses the content-graphical design of the things and thoughts that are entangled in 
my doctoral dissertation. The design-based action research in Urban Architectural Design (uAD) looks 
into how the field of uAD can contribute to the creation of urban commons. The dissertation orients 
toward four multifaceted contributions; (1) a critique on the contemporary practice of uAD and 
participatory design, (2) a display of the actions and interventions in the research and on-site, (3) a 
sensitivity to commonplace architecture, and (4) advocating a feminist attitude in uAD. Grounded in 
the experience in and around the Josaphat living lab in Brussels, these preliminary trigger a twofold 
compilation of the dissertation. A written ground will form the foundation and provides a linear 
reading that carries the reader from page to page through the elaborated arguments. In 
juxtaposition four (colored) visual narratives will each reveal, strengthen and question the targeted 
results. The written ground and visual narrative stand in dialogue to each other and aim to provide 
multiple and subjective ways of reading. A fragment of each is published in the paper and provide 
the discussion of the content-graphical design of the dissertation, for which the reader is invited to 
explore through her own reading.  

KEY WORDS: Written ground - Visual narrative - Design-based action research – Brussels – Urban 
Architectural Design 

 

Introduction 

The paper will first provide a background on my doctoral research and design practice. The context, aim and 
methods of the research will be briefly discussed, after which the four multifaceted and preliminary results will 
be summarized. This reveals the entanglement of things and thoughts at stake in the doctoral work. 

In the material and method section, the paper reveals the aspired content-graphical outcome of the 
dissertations and describes the positioning of the written ground and visual narrative in relation to inspirational 
references. A description will be given of how the design of the dissertation aims to underpin the results that 
are aspired.  

To conclude in the results and discussion, an isolated fragment of the written ground and a part of a visual 
narrative will be published. The reader is invited to engage herself in the dialogic reading of these documents 
and the entangled relations between things and thoughts they are aimed to reveal.  

 

A doctoral dissertation overlapping doctoral research and design practice // 
background 

This paper will discuss the content-graphic outcome of my doctoral research and design practice at the 
Department of Architecture of the KU Leuven, Sint-Lucas Brussel (and the partnering Department of 
Architecture and Design at the Politecnico di Torino). This work is at the final stage of the doctoral program (40 
months far), this paper targets to focus on the entanglement and juxtaposing of the “things and thoughts” 
(Veikos, 2013) that have emerged throughout the design-based action research.  

The research and design practice look into the question on how the field of Urban Architectural Design (uAD) 
(Faculty of Architecture - KU Leuven - campus Sint-Lucas, 2012) can contribute to the creation of urban 
commons (Bollier & Helfrich, 2015; Commons Josaphat, 2015; Dellenbaugh, Kip, Bieniok, Müller, & 
Schwegmann, 2015; Ferguson, 2014; IASC, 2015; P2P Foundation & Transnational Institute, 2017; Burak Pak & 
Scheerlinck, 2015; Shareable, 2017; Van Reusel, De Clerck, Pak, & Verbeke, 2015), more specifically in the 
complex urban context of Brussels (Corijn & van de Ven, 2013; Doucet, 2015; B Pak & Verbeke, 2011; Van 
Reusel, Descheemaeker, Verbeke, & De Brant, 2017).  

As architect-researcher-activist I (actively) engage in the temporary use of the Josaphat site in Brussels as living 
lab for my action research (De Smet & Van Reusel, 2017; Dick, 2000; Swann, 2002; Waterman, Tillen, Dickson, 
& de Koning, 2001) in the field of uAD. Engaging in a commons-oriented design practice, research by design 
(Servillo & Schreurs, 2013; Verbeke, 2013) is one of the conducted methods that provide the foundation for the 
preliminary results of the doctoral dissertation. Through the design-based action research, theory and practice 
have been approached as inextricable facets in relation to design (Gordon, 1949), which results in a 
dissertation that is entangled in the interwoven web of things and thoughts.  

As the dissertation is in its final stage four multifaceted results are surfacing: 
° IN CASE OF EMERGENCY (ICOE) - A critique on urban architectural and participatory design (red). 
Through the generalized identities of economic man and modern architect, key concerns in contemporary uAD 
are addressed. Our cities are facing on-going commodification and commercialization of everyday livelihoods, 
an urban land grab, de-urbanization processes and increasingly wicked problems causing the field of uAD to 
struggle, while public actors are trapped in these neoliberal mechanisms. Through the specific case of Josaphat 
embedded in the Brussels situation, characteristics that conventionally are labelled as masculine dominate the 
urban development; both modern architect and economic man show to heavily thrive on a preference for 
rational logic, predictability, independence, dominance and self-interest. the developing field of participatory 
design is looked at as a potential way to tackle some of the challenges at stake. The opportunities offered by 
technical innovation seem to struggle with the similar challenges. The theory and practice evolving around the 
urban commons hint for an orientation to explore another type of uAD. 

° MAKE YOUR OWN CITY (MYOC) - A synthesis / display / documentary of the research and its ground (green). 
The current commoning paradigm -its theory and practices- offer a breeding ground to explore how uAD can 
contribute to the creation of urban commons. From my perspective as a researcher, the conducted methods of 
action research, research by design and the processes of coding and categorizing inspired by of Constructivist 
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Grounded Theory are discussed and illustrated. Exemplar and inspirational cases of commoning are pictured 
while a timeline unfolds the messy follow-up of interventions in the action research.  

° COMMONPLACE ARCHITECTURE (CA) - Knowledge on and a sensitivity to commonplace architecture (yellow). 
In collaboration with actors from backgrounds in architecture, anthropology, medicine, arts, communication, 
social work etc. I –as architect and activist- became part of inter- and transdisciplinary communities active on 
and around Josaphat. I / we are imagining, exploring and constructing urban commons through uAD 
interventions at micro scale within unasked for temporary use. The thesis focuses on tree key projects and 
their aspired coming together; they provide the ground for a discussion on what I bring together as 
“Commonplace Architecture” and its performative nature. The everyday and emotional experience of place, a 
sense of belonging, a strong relation to nature, horizontal organization, subjective reading of the city and an 
incremental transitional approach come together in a performance based visioning on the Josaphat site.  

° A FEMINIST ATTITUDE (FA) - A manifesto for a feminist attitude in uAD (blue). 
As (feminine) architect, I explore the multiplicity of roles, approaches and design strategies that I take on in the 
making of commonplace architecture. A clustering of adjectives such as relational, kind, imaginative, 
responsive, nuanced and attentive come together under the open container of “femininity”. Through this 
wealth of adjectives the thesis manifests that uAD can be practiced otherwise and entails multiple ways of 
doing; a feminist stance offers a subjective position to confront the challenges connected to the masculine 
doctrine of modern architect.  

 

Written ground and visual narratives // material and methods 

A dissertation made up of a written ground and visual narratives 

The targeted results of the doctoral research and design practice will come out in twofold. A written (academic) 
text will bring up the arguments and discussions of the work while four booklets will address the multifaceted 
results through visual and anecdotal evidence. Each booklet will have its own color connected to the 
contribution it is aimed to highlight; red for the critiques, green for the display of the design-based action 
research, orangey yellow for commonplace architecture and greenish blue for the feminist attitude. The textual 
base will, as foundation of the work, be represented in a soft grey.   

The written text (grey) aims to explicitly and rigorously reveal the background, methods, discussion and results 
of the doctoral work. It provides the ground for the four additional booklets where the arguments are placed 
central. Inspired by the “Team 10 Primer” (Smithson, 1974) this part of the dissertation “carries the message 
from page to page” (Smithson, 1974, p. 1). This written ground playfully relates to the academic structure of a 
doctoral thesis and aspires to bring clarity, simplicity and accuracy to the reader.  

The four colored booklets targets to compliment the written ground by providing visual an anecdotic 
arguments. They can be read as an illustration, yet they also bring up new and multiple understandings of what 
is elaborated on in text. In this regard each booklet makes up its own series of arguments which might 
sometimes even be conflicting with those written in clear wording.  

This content-graphical design of the dissertation is inspired by Lina Bo Bardi’s “Propeaedeutic Contribution” in 
which she proficiently made use of “visual evidence” to enrich her thesis. It was her ambition to have the texts, 
images and references work together to form a basis for discussion. The visual narrative provides alternative 
arguments, offering a non-linear reading, refusing to make a central point (Veikos, 2013).  

Similarly the primer by Team 10 thickens its carrying text by other forms of expressions such as verbal 
illustrations, supplementary texts, footnotes, photos and drawings. These latter are made up by architectural 
plans and schemes (Smithson, 1974).  

The colored booklets aspire to provide visual narratives that bring out a similar montage of diverse testimonies 
that offer an alternative reading. For this the dissertation will take advantage of the rich amount of data that 
has been collected throughout the design-based action research: photos of the interventions, notes from the 
architect-researcher, elements picked up in everyday conversations at the Josaphat site, video stills from media 
coverage or other types of documentations, fragments of publications on the interventions, schemes, 
imaginations, and other type of powerful images that relate to the discussion in the written ground.  
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The visual narrative does not aspire to be entirely comprehensible and through this paradoxically targets to 
reach out to publics that otherwise would not engage with academic research publications. By juxtaposing the 
written ground with visual narratives, the reader is encouraged to glance through to the various textual and 
visual arguments and can bring them together from her own reading. It is aspired to bring up a sense of the 
concerns which the doctoral dissertation aspires to put on the table.  

Although the visual narratives and written ground are inextricably related, each element can stand on its own 
and be read separately. The five parts can be combined and shuffled as desired. In an open and interpretative 
way any reader –my peers on the field, students, fellow architects, academics at home in other disciplines, or a 
child- is encouraged to access this body of knowledge in their own scope. Like Bo Bardi I welcome the reader to 
act or maybe to have a pause and reflect. 

Through this graphical design I target to also visually bring out a recognition for the entanglement of things and 
thoughts that is at stake in the doctoral research and design practice evolving around the creation of urban 
commons at Josaphat. Through this I also look to stress the strong relation between the design practice and the 
more theoretical approach of research. 

 

A graphical design that strengthens its case 

Not only the four visual narratives with their color code but also the way they communicate and give 
expression to their content aims to strengthen their case. As such, it is the ambitions that the graphical layout 
of the visual narratives support the four multifaceted results through which the doctoral research and design 
practice aims to contribute to the field of uAD.  

00: The written ground (grey) as foundation to the arguments and targeted results, starts the numbering of its 
chapters and sections with “00”. The visual narratives will not get a number attributed to them but start their 
table of content with an abbreviation of their title; ICOE, MYOC, CA and FA. In this way also the organization 
and “numbering” of the diverse books aim to trigger the reader to order them according to their own interest 
and at pleasure.  

ICOE: The (red) critical stance addressing some of the challenges of contemporary uAD and the masculine 
attitude of modern architect echoes in a manifest-like form of expression. Through the images and fragments 
of texts and data that will be incorporated, the compilation of the dissertation aims to bring out a strong and 
provocative visualization.  

MYOC: The (green) display of the design-based action research offers a canvas to bring out the abundance of 
data and bring it together in all its messiness and complexity while the reader is offered a more clear 
contextualization in the written ground. Among other elements this booklet will document a timeline of actions 
and events and will bring out a visual image of the applied methods and the importance of the notebooks of 
the architect-researcher as form of documentation and base for the coding processes. 

CA: The (yellowish) booklet on commonplace architecture will give an account of the design process of the 
three discussed key projects and their underlying processes of commoning. Mainly through photos, schemes, 
and the many forms of representation these projects encountered will be assembled and attempts to provide 
the reader with a sense of the atmosphere and enlivenment that comes with on-going co-creation of 
commonplace architecture at Josaphat 

FA: The (blue) visual narrative will give expression to the multitude of feminine roles and attitudes the architect 
takes on as active partner in the creation of commonplace architecture. In this booklet place will be given to a 
photo exposition of one of the active commoners at Josaphat. The aim is to subtly offer multiple 
understandings and to subjectively highlight the otherness of the doctoral research and design practice. 

 

 

 

Enabling the dissertation’s design to speak for its own // results and discussion 



A preliminary written/visual result of the content-graphical ambitions of the doctoral dissertation will be 
published in this paper as result and discussion. For this I have isolated a specific part from the written ground 
of the dissertation (in a draft version) and linked it to a couple of visualizations that are related to it.  

The fragment of the written ground is part of chapter “00.04 A worrisome context” and contributes to the 
discussion on the background of the doctoral research and design practice. In the section “00.04.01 A sense of 
emergency” this specific fragment relates “economic man” to “modern architect” and discusses how they 
bound over certain characteristics that are traditionally attributed to the masculine. In its isolated form this 
fragment should be read as an illustration of how certain arguments of the written ground can be enforced –or 
challenged- by the visual narrative that juxtaposes it. It is not the ambition of the paper to discuss the specific 
content this fragment brings up.  

In additional also the part of the visual narrative that will be published in this paper is an isolated part of the 
red “In case of emergency” booklet. This part of the visual narrative that I expose here will in the final 
dissertation also relate to other fragments of the written ground in the same way the provided fragment (in 
draft version) will be connecting to other parts that are brought up in the red and other visual narratives.  

These preliminary results aim to bring out the discussion through their reading. As such, I will provide no 
further written discussion and allow for the written and visual content that is provided to speak for itself. I 
hope you, as reader will enjoy the dialogue that emerges through this juxtaposition of the given fragment of 
the written ground and part of the visual narrative.  
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